PLEASE READ BEFORE ENTERING THIS BUILDING

DO ANY OF THESE APPLY TO YOU?

- Have fever (100.4° or greater) or acute onset of cough, difficulty breathing, or any other symptoms that may suggest you are ill (fever with headache, sore throat, body aches, diarrhea, vomiting, loss of taste/smell, etc.)
- Have had unprotected contact with laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 person within the last 14 days.
- Have been tested for COVID-19 and are awaiting results, or have tested positive.
- History of travel to affected geographic areas (domestic or abroad), including cruises, as defined by CDC or your state Department of Health within the last 14 days.

BY ENTERING THIS BUILDING, YOU ARE ATTESTING THAT YOU ANSWERED NO TO ALL OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS.

FOR THE SAFETY OF OUR STAFF, IF YOU RESPOND YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, DO NOT ENTER THIS BUILDING.